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METAL HORDE ZINE # 27

Cena 12,00 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 3 dni

Producent Metal Horde Zine

Kraj Portugalia

Gatunek Black / Death Metal

Opis produktu
68 pages A5, English written and bringing interviews with:
- WitcheR / Vrag (Hungary) - an interview focused on both projects (both very different between themselves) from this very
interesting Hungarian musician!!
- Bleed This Earth (New Zealand)- A newcomer from Oceania with a powerful and melodic Doom/Death Metal!!
- Lady Beast (USA) - After four albums, there are few into Heavy Metal, that do not know the name of this great Pittsburgh
horde!!!
- Megaton Sword (Switzerland) - The name says it all: Epic Heavy Metal and a very excellent debut from these guys!!!
- October Falls (official) (Finland) - The return to the pages of Metal Horde for this great atmospheric Black Metal horde!!!
- Grief Collector (USA) - Great Doom Metal trio hailing from Minnesota, USA, and having on vocals Robert Lowe (Solitude
Aeturnus, Candlemass)!!!
- Orthodoxy (Spain) - Obscure Death Metal hailing from Spain is what these guys bring to Metal Horde!! Great debut album!!
- Vectis (Portugal) - Old school Black/Thrash Metal spitted from the North of Portugal!!!
- Maestus (USA) - ‘Deliquesce’ was one of my favorite albums in 2019, powerful Doom/Death Metal hailing from Portland,
USA!!!
- Writhing (Australia) - Death Metal from Australia, with a very powerful demo released a few months back!!
Plus a SWR Barroselas Metalfest XXIII special part bringing interviews with some of the bands that were supposed to play in
this god forsaken year of 2020. You can find small chats with Amken (Greece), Asko (Portugal), GOROD (France), Nekromant
(Sweden), Wayward Dawn (Denmark), NUCLEAR WARFARE (Germany) and a bigger one with Autopsy (Official) (USA)
And the usual reviews on Tapes, Vinyl’s, CDs and zines!!!
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